
Entering  a  trial:  Italy  vs
UK. Part I: Italy
It seems easy but it is not! Let’s start from Italy.

How can you enter a trial in Italy? Well… You first have to
find the trial. Trials are held almost daily in different part
of the country, all year round but for spring and early summer
(during this period there are still some trials on quail). To
further  complicate  things,  the  ENCI  (Italian  Kennel  Club)
allows some Italian trials to be run abroad, in places such as
Serbia, Poland and more. Anyway, let’s say you want to stick
to Italy, all you have to do is go to the ENCI website and
click on the section Manifestazioni e Eventi, pick a month and
choose which kind of trial you are interested in. Grande Cerca
(Grand Quete)? Caccia a Starne (Grey partridge)?  Classica o
attitudinale a quaglie (different kind of trials on quail)?
Selvaggina  Naturale  (wild  birds)?  Let’s  say  you’d  go  for
Selvaggina Naturale, which are the most popular trials, which
kind of birds do you want your dog to be graded on? Pheasant,
partridge (red legged and grey) suit you, or do you want
anything more specific such as woodcock, snipe or mountain
birds? Once you have found something you like, click on it to
get the details of those organizing and let the fun begin!
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You call the number you have found: none answers because that
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office is supposed to be open only from 5 to 7 Pm on Thursday
(even days), and on 10-11 Am on Friday (odd days). You then
try  the  second  listed  number,  just  in  case,  and  nothing
happens, again.  Before giving up, you send an e-mail but, two
days later,  you realize you have not got any answers. At this
point you begin worrying and decide you start tracking “the
secretary”   using  informal  channels,  aka  through  common
acquaintances. Once you obtain a cell phone number, and manage
to speak to a human voice, he – the voice- (keep in mind all
those involved with pointing dog trials in Italy are men)
 will usually answer that it is ok, you can enter the dog and
he will check your e-mail right away. Sometimes the voice will
drop you a line to ask you if you are REALLY sure you want to
own & handle the dog at the same time, as normally pointing
dogs are handled by professional trainers at trials. Most
often, however, your email will remain unanswered.  There are
times you are not even given a number, the acquaintance just
tells you to keep calm and that he will enter the dog for you…

When the morning of the trial comes, therefore,  you are not
going to be sure whether you are expected to show up or not. 
In such a world of uncertainty, however, nobody seems to be
interested in your money,  entering a trial usually costs 30
Euros,  but I have never been asked to send any money in
advance. Everybody is expected to pay in cash at the venue.
Why this policy? I do not know exactly but, given the fact you
are often allowed enter a trial until the day before it takes
place, there would be simply no time to collect the money in
advance. Also, most of the competitors are not familiar with
computers and credit cards and our postal service is awful:
none would send any banknotes in the mail and banks take
commissions  on  cheques.  Together  with  the  money,  you  are
supposed  to  bring  with  you  the  dog’s  vaccination  booklet
stating  he  has  been  vaccinated  against  rabies;  documents
related to his microchip and the “libretto delle qualifiche”
(results  booklet).  The  “libretto  delle  qualifiche”  is  a
special diary in which all the results obtained by the dog are



written,  show  after  show  and  trial  after  trial:  it  is
compulsory for Italian owned dogs, foreigners can do without.
Microchipping is compulsory and the dog’s identity might be
checked at the end of the trial, a tattoo can be accepted for
foreign dogs.

During trials, British pointing dogs are expected to run with
a brace mate, snipe trials and some woodcock and mountain
trials (plus the Puppy Derby) are the only exception. HPRs
(continental pointing dogs), instead, run alone. Each trial is
made up of multiple Open Stakes, the number of the stakes is
decided upon the number of the dog entered, there are usually
about 12 braces in a stake. It is perfectly normal to have 3
or 4 Open Stakes running simultaneously.  Stakes for younger
dogs or for females only (Oaks) are very rare, but can take
place sometimes, Novice stakes do not exist. Normally CAC
trials are judged by one judge, while trials in which a CACIT
is awarded require two judges. Each dog is expected to run for
15 minutes (if he does not make any eliminating mistakes…) and
can be asked to have a second round, but a second round is not
compulsory  to  be  graded.   Mistakes  made  during  the  first
minute of the run are not taken into account.
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When it comes to trials, great flexibility is required: you
cannot enter a trial with great advance because dates might be
changed, for different reasons: sometimes local governments
postpone, or deny, the authorization to run on public grounds;
some other times the farmer “forgets” to cut the crops, or
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maybe snow and floods force to cancel an event. This is why
you should check the ENCI website constantly…. I sadly have to
admit  that  in  Italy  it  is  almost  impossible  to  program
anything  (not  just  trials)  with  great  advance,  because
something MIGHT happen and is likely to happen. It is not
unusual for an event date to change, it keeps happening with
my university exams with dates changing last minute;  trains
are never on time and sometimes they never show up and workers
can go on strike at any moment.  While I do not like this
lifestyle, I try to  see the good in the bad,  Italians are
often  capable  to  invent  last  minute  solutions  and  make
everybody happy.

Ps. Things might sound a little vague and confusing but people
are usually very welcoming and helpful. They really do their
best to help novices and foreigners.


